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Oregon Home is the leading shelter magazine for 
Oregonians.  Readers look to Oregon Home issue after 
issue for practical ideas and reliable information to 
transform their homes and create their dreams. Savvy 
homeowners trust Oregon Home to connect them to well-
established professionals and emerging craftspeople, or 
steer them to the best shops, boutiques and showrooms 
to find what they are looking for. They know Oregon 
Home is the place to find their next great remodeling or 
decorating lead.

WELCOME HOME.
Not just the structure,
but the feeling of home.
Comfort. Space. Style. Inspiration.



EDITORIAL CALENDAR

Summer 2019 | The Sustainable Home
Green communities • Statement-making tile • Backyard ice cream social • 
Zero waste households • Lavender at home • High-style mending • Catios

Fall 2019 | Wine Country Living
Structure & Style awards • The wine lover’s guide to the #bestlife • 

Must-have wine gadgets  • Oregon wine label art • Hand-crafted hardware • 
Impromptu Pinot party • Native plant inspiration

Winter 2019 | At Home with History
Jazz-inspired interiors • Sparkle lessons • Estate Shopping for beginners • 

Inspired by Aurora • Victorian paint jobs • 
Albany’s Avenue of Historic Homes • Hygge, Oregon-style 



OUR READERS
use our magazine as a trusted 
source for design, furnishing 

and remodeling ideas.

68%
of readers use 
our magazine
to get ideas on 

remodeling

67%
enjoy articles

on Oregon 
lifestyles

use Oregon Home
to keep up on
design trends

60%

85%
of readers use our

magazine to get ideas on 
design and furnishings

64%
use us as a source for
products and services

92%
of readers use magazines 
as a primary source for

researching products and
services for their homes

17+
years of 
editorial

excellence

of readers 
save issues

for reference

75%

DISPLAY UNTIL MARCH 18, 2019

The Elements of 
MODERN FARMHOUSE

Holiday Host
GIFT GUIDE

New Vibe:
OREGON ROMANTICISM

Winter Brunch: A Game Plan
PLUS

WINTER 2018

WINTER 2018

StyleRetreat in
DISPLAY UNTIL JULY 1, 2019

SPRING 2019

SPRING 2019

Naomi Pomeroy's
FRESH ARRANGEMENT

Creativity
Issue
The

At home with
Chef Gregory Gourdet

Lisa Congdon
ON CREATIVE 

SPACES

The New
Domestic 

ARTISTS

Inspired by
FLOWERS

Decorating
WITH QUILTS

DISPLAY UNTIL OCTOBER 8, 2018

SUMMER 2018

SUMMER 2018

Shopping Guide
TO ASTORIA

Portland’s
SECRET GARDEN

Coastal
STYLE TIPS

Decorating
OPEN FLOOR 

PLANS

Breezy 
living 

on the 
best coast

85%
visit an advertiser’s 

website or purchase a 
product recommended 

in Oregon Home

readers keep 
past issues for

future reference

3 out of 4

STA
TS

 

own their own home

93%

 

plan to hire a professional

55%

 

average household 
 annual income

$150K

 

average home value
$481K

AUDIENCE
DEMOGRAPHICS

53K
statewide readers



Convenience and coverage in a converged media package spanning 
the magazine events, the website and our social touch points.

PLUG IN TO

1X                 2X    3X           4XPAGE SIZE

2 PG-SPREAD    

FULL  

TWO-THIRD     

HALF     

THIRD    

      

  $5,450    $4,950    $4,550  $3,960 

  $3,660    $3,300       $3,000  $2,590 

  $2,900    $2,620        $2,380  $2,050 

  $1,850    $1,690       $1,460  $1,340 

  $1,130    $1,030   $970  $820 

PRICING

INHABIT

SavvySavvy
at the

THE FOWLERS’ Li n c o l n Ci ty FAVORITES

PLACE TO SPEND 

A RAINY DAY: 
Inside our family’s lake 

cabin on Devils Lake. 

There is nothing like being 

warm by the fi re and 

looking out at the rain 

hitting the lake.

COFFEE SHOP: 
Pacifi c Grind Café

BREAKFAST SPOT: 

The Café  on Hawk Creek 

DESTINATION 
FOR A DAY TRIP: 
Traveling up the Coast to 

Astoria and stopping at 

Fort George Brewery for 

a beer fl ight and burger. 

DATE NIGHT 
RESTAURANT: 
Tidal Raves or Kyllo’s. 

Both have amazing 

crab cakes!

PLACE IN TOWN 

TO BUY GIFTS: 
Jennifer Sears Glass Art Studio. You 

can blow your own glass fl oat or 

choose from her amazing collection 

displayed in the gift  shop.

BEACH TO VISIT 

WITH OUR DOG: 
Roads End

ONE BUY  
ALL CHANNELS

Oregon Home magazine
The Plug In’s converged media 
package starts with Oregon 
Home magazine. Select your 
issue and ad size, then receive 
concurrent exposure on 
OregonHomeMagazine.com  
and our Social Media channels 
for the three months your 
ad is running in print.

oregonhomemagazine.com
With Plug In you have access 
to site wide banner ads in 
all sizes, monthly guest blog 
posts, and event listings. 

E-News, Social Media
Exposure on our  
weekly E-newsletter 
and Instagram feed.

CARRIED AT ALL  
MAJOR NEWSSTANDS! Total Audience Each Issue

89,126
Newstand Retailers Statewide

494+

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact Courtney Kutzman • 503-445-8808 • courtneyk@oregonhomemagazine.com



Have an amazing project you want to share or a great business you want people to know about? Are 
you a designer wanting to show your work or looking for a unique way to market your business?

Let us tell your story. Our team of writers, photographers, and designers will work with you to 
create a professional, well-told story.
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INHABIT

The great room concept has been around for decades – think 

family rooms and recreation rooms popular during the 1950s and 

60s. By the time the 1990s rolled around, a vaulted great room 

was almost de rigueur. Since then, the popularity of great rooms 

has waxed and waned, but even today, renovations of older homes 

tend to link the kitchen, living and dining rooms to create a large 

space that’s conducive to both daily life and entertaining. 

“The great room really is the heart of the home,” says Brittainy 

Tiffany, principal of Tiffany Home Design. “People want to be 

connected, they don’t like separation. Our lifestyles are much 

more casual these days and most people don’t need or want a 

formal dining or formal living room. They want an informal living 

space where everyone can be together, playing games, watching 

the game or just hanging out.”

Artfully styling a great room however, can present a challenge. The 

goal is to create a cohesive look that’s warm and inviting – some-

thing that can be hard to do with high ceilings and an open floor 

plan. It’s a challenge that Tiffany and her lead designer Joelle Jarvis 

thrive on, bringing a combined 30 years experience to the task. 

“We are both open-minded in design, not locked into a certain 

design aesthetic. I think we work so well together because we are 

perceptive and feed off of each other and our clients,” Jarvis said. 

The result: rooms that reflect the unique personality and tastes of 

the homeowner while staying true to the home’s architecture. 

Two projects Tiffany and Jarvis collaborated on for the 2017 

Street of Dreams illustrate their approach and showcase contrast-

ing design styles. 

In a modern industrial farmhouse, Jarvis and Tiffany warmed the 

space with beautiful wood accents including blue pine paneling 

on the ceiling and re-claimed timber from the Oregon coast.  Steel 

was forged onsite for the fireplace and stair railings. Clean white 

walls and kitchen cabinetry allow the wood and steel to pop. The 

12-foot long island is sheathed in a soothing creamy quartz, while 

a nearby grey-veined quartz backsplash behind live-edge open 

shelving brings subtle energy and movement to the kitchen. 

 “The great room concept is fabulous, but it’s important to define 

the different areas,” Tiffany said. “We do that through the scale of 

the furniture and elements like rugs and light fixtures to anchor 

the spaces. It brings it all down to a livable scale.”

The defining element of the dining area is a bold sculptural light 

fixture hung above the large square table with seating for eight. A 

lush area rug anchors living room furniture oriented around the 

fireplace. The duo used neutral, textured fabrics on the furnish-

ings and lively art to balance and soften the wood and steel.

Eye-popping architecture is the star of the show in the second 

home, with interior design taking a supporting role. Designed by 

renowned Japanese architect Kengo Kuma, the modernist gem fea-

tures warm cedar decking and louvers, along with expansive glass 

A Tale of Two

Great Rooms
By Rachel Bucci

OPEN LIVING SPACES PRESENT THE BEST 
KIND OF CHALLENGE FOR DESIGNER 

BRITTAINY TIFFANY.

Joelle Jarvis (left) and Brittainy Tiffany
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>> For more information, visit: www.tiffanyhomedesign.com

walls that seamlessly blend indoors and out. The house was honored 

as “Best in Show” at the 2017 Street of Dreams.

“We were very deliberate in selecting the furnishings for this home,” 

Jarvis said. “Every piece really had to have a purpose. We took a 

minimalist approach with the goal of having someone walk in and 

immediately feel calm. With so many windows, this was also a true 

indoor-outdoor living concept.”   

Tiffany and Jarvis introduced organic, fluid shapes and natural materi-

als to soften the clean lines of the home without being too fussy. The 

living room, oriented toward the expansive windows overlooking the 

beautiful deck and garden, is anchored by a subtly curved sofa in soft 

grey, round concrete side tables and a coffee table made of petrified 

wood. Soft, oversized throw pillows invite relaxation. Up-lit and 

recessed lighting throughout makes for an unobtrusive, gallery feel, as 

does the lack of hardware on many of the cabinets. This kind of atten-

tion to detail extends to the dining table, where a beveled edge echoes 

the beveled kitchen countertops. 

“With Street of Dreams, there is lot of pressure – tight timelines, the 

budget, and quick decisions,” Tiffany said. “It’s the same with our 

clients. We listen and try to stay within budget, but come up with cre-

ative and fun designs whether it’s a new home or a remodel. We thrive 

on this process and show a beautiful project in the end.” 

Trio

Adelsheim

YOUR FEATURE INCLUDES 

• Interview by our writing staff with resulting article
of which you will have final approval.

• Professional photo shoot with an OH photographer.

• Article published in print and across all digital platforms including 
oregonhomemagazine.com, weekly e-newsletter and our social media channels

$2,900 FOR A 2-PAGE ARTICLE - $1,000 FOR EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE

$4,000 4-PAGE ARTICLE SPECIAL! 

your story everywhere

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact Courtney Kutzman • 503-445-8808 • courtneyk@oregonhomemagazine.com



TWO-PAGE SPREADFULL PAGE 2/3 V1/3 V

1/2 H 

1/3 SQUARE 

1/6 V 1/6 H

PRINT ADVERTISING 
Please supply your ad to MEDIAmerica as a high resolution PDF 
(PDFX-1a format preferred). All other file types will be sent back for 
re-submission.  Images should be CMYK and 300 dpi or better and 
have no spot colors. Images submitted in RGB or with spot colors will 
be converted. You will be notified of any major changes this causes. 
Ads with images under 300dpi will be sent back for re-submission.

ARTWORK SUBMISSION  
Ads may be submitted by email attachment or through a link to a 
third-party cloud-based service such as Dropbox. Please email all 
materials to gretah@mediamerica.net. If you have any questions, 
please contact Greta Hogenstad at gretah@mediamerica.net or your 
sales rep.

PROOFS 
If perfect color is a crucial component of your advertising, you 
must submit a SWOP-certified proof. Laser proofs do not qualify. 
Mediamerica can outsource a SWOP-certified proof, please contact 
your rep or production for current rates.

PRODUCTION CHARGES 
Production charges may be assessed on any ad requiring 
modifications and will be handled on a case-by-case basis. 
Mediamerica, Inc. and its suppliers will not be responsible for files 
that do not comply with the above specifications. 

WIDTH DEPTHFULL PAGE 
Trim ..............................................8.375” ................. 10.875”  
Bleed ...........................................8.625” ................. 11.125”  
Non-Bleed/Live Area ........7.5”........................ 10”

 
2/3 PAGE ............................4.625” ................. 10”

 
1/2 PAGE 
Horizontal .................................7.5”........................ 4.875”

 
1/3 PAGE 
Vertical .......................................2.25” .................... 10” 
Horizontal .................................4.625” ................. 4.875”

 
1/6 PAGE 
Vertical .......................................2.25” .................... 4.875” 

Horizontal .................................4.625” ................. 2.25”

 
TWO-PAGE SPREAD 
Trim ..............................................16.75”  ................. 10.875”  
Bleed ...........................................17”  ........................ 11.125” 
Non-Bleed ...............................16” ......................... 10”

SPECS & DIMENSIONS

LOOPING AND BLINKING
The speed and color of content can make animation appear to 
blink. In extreme cases a strobing effect dangerous to people 
with photosensitive epilepsy might be caused. To avoid this:

 ● Content should not blink for more than three seconds.

 ● Content must not contain anything that flashes more than 
three times in any one-second period.

Dimensions width × height
Website
Big box   370 px × 300 px
Leaderboard  728 px × 90 px

E-news
E-news big box   300 px × 250 px
E-news leaderboard  728 px × 90 px

WEB ADVERTISING
VERSION AND SIZE
Flash, JPG, GIF, PNG, HTML code formats accepted. 
Suggested size for Flash ads, 100K or smaller. For SWF Flash 
files, please build your clickable URL link into your file.

AD TRACKING
We use the OpenX/Revive platform for ad serving. OpenX/
Revive will record ad clicks and pageviews.

USER CONTROL
Allow the user to control any audio or video in your ad, 
including pausing and volume muting.

FLOATING ADS-RICH MEDIA
For ads that hover over editorial content, please provide a 
prominent “close” button. Contact your sales representative for 
further guidelines, and allow seven days for rich media testing.

CONTENT
Ads should not resemble system dialogue boxes, error 
messages, etc.




